
1Moving people and brands.

Digital experiences  
that fascinate.
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To make sure you get your message home – 
at all touchpoints
As digital storytelling specialists, we use the most innovative technologies and trends  

to tell your story – with relevance, authenticity and at all important touchpoints. We have 

accumulated valuable expertise in the field of Digital Experience over the years that we 

now incorporate into new projects. 

Our concepts go beyond deployment at trade fairs or events: we think from the start  

about the measures we can use to extend your activation's lifespan, thereby further in-

creasing its impact. 

In addition to customised solutions, we now also have a rental pool of attractive plug-

and-play systems that can be prepared quickly for use in simple activation campaigns.

Contact us or visit us at messerli.live/digital-experience to find out more about our digital 

solutions. 

We look forward to seeing you!

Ihre Andreas Messerli AG

Let’s go digital!

It’s fun.
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Activation  
formats

Providing information 

needn't be boring! With 

the correct portioning 

and an entertaining 

design, you'll get your 

messages home.

The intention is for 

your target group to 

learn? In that case, 

communicate the con-

tent in a playful way 

and satisfy their thirst 

for knowledge.

Can your core messages 

be transformed into a 

game? Give rewards, 

hand out points and draw  

up rankings: it will be 

easy to kindle your tar-

get group's play instinct 

this way.

Your competition isn't limited 

to a reply coupon. Use social 

media, your website or app to 

involve your target group more 

and thereby achieve more 

reach.

INFOTAINMENT

EDUTAINMENT

GAMIFICATION

COMPETITIONCommunicate your messages interactive-

ly to activate your target group. Because 

personal experiences are remembered for 

longer. Whatever the aim of your commu-

nication, we'll develop the right formats 

with you.



Digital  
storytelling 

6

Consultancy and strategy
Our experts will go with you on 

the path to your digital story. We 

will develop suitable communi-

cation strategies tailored to your 

goals, and evaluate solutions and 

the right technologies to imple-

ment them creatively. And we'll 

consider the entire customer jour-

ney with its various touchpoints.

Storytelling
In our concepts, we place the 

central focus on the visitor and his 

experience. We give him a role in 

your story and invite him to im-

merse himself totally in your world.

Creating content
Our creative team will develop all 

the content for your activation 

campaigns – regardless of what 

technologies are used. They de-

sign user interfaces and content, 

animate objects and characters or 

program apps and games.

Conception
Ideas take shape here: How does 

the visitor interact with your con-

tent? What is the value added for 

him? And what happens next? The 

concept consolidates the ideas for 

your activation campaigns and 

gives you a concrete idea of the 

form the visitor experience should 

take and what technologies 

should be used.

7

STEP 

1
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Implementation
To guarantee smooth operation 

on site, we implement and test all 

content up front. You can thus be 

certain that everything will work as 

planned and your visitors will take 

great pleasure in your activation 

campaigns.
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Augmented & virtual reality
Messerli's digital discovery journey began with aug-

mented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR). Since 

then, we use the Messerli AR app together with our 

publications to make additional content accessible. 

Our customers explore the drafts of their projects 

virtually using VR goggles. So we know exactly what 

value added these technologies hold for you.

Projection & interaction mapping
We've developed a special flair for the 

combination of projection and interaction 

over the past years. Mechanical or sensor 

supported, projected on wood or glass: we 

keep developing our interactive walls further 

and constantly incorporate the experience 

from internal projects and installations for 

the benefit of our customers.

9

New technologies fall on fertile soil at 

Messerli. We're always looking for new 

opportunities to communicate our custo-

mers' messages actively and creatively. 

We also apply the experience gathered 

by that means actively to our everyday 

project work.

Always  
state of the art 

You'd be happy to do 
something new?
On the following pages, be 

inspired by projects in which 

we've successfully dared to 

do something innovative with 

our customers. We've either 

developed these solutions  

on a totally individual basis 

or implemented them with 

existing assets from our ren- 

tal programme.  

What can we do for you?
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Project references

Delivering messages on point with 

digital storytelling: the following  

customised solutions have encoura-

ged visitors to join in and delivered 

success for our customers.
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For Swisscom's SDX event series, Messerli designed a digital adventure world together with 

angelini design. Between speeches, visitors were able to explore the core theme of the event at 

various stations and get involved in games in the entertainment area.

Swisscom at the SDX Lausanne

Digital adventure world
3

13

7

1

5

Duality: analogue and digital
The interactive touch wall 1  illustrated the event theme  

«Duality» and motivated participants to explore actively. In  

addition, the Virtual Promoter 5  gave visitors the opportunity 

for further interaction and information, such as downloading 

route directions or trying their hand at a mini game. The LED 

elements in a circular arrangement with a subtle animation 3  
and the spatial projections of the hologram fans 7  emphasised 

the event's digital appeal. 

Activation  

formats:
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Printing machine manufacturer Gallus stepped on the gas to great effect at the Labelexpo Europe 

in Brussels. In a business where speed and efficiency are now indispensable, the company gave its 

visitors a speed rush with a Formula 1 simulator.

Gallus at the Labelexpo Europe in Brussels

Step on the gas for success

6

15

1

No pain, no gain
However, visitors had to earn their  

fix behind the wheel. Only those  

who had previously explored specific  

info stations at the trade fair stand via  

an app qualified for the race.

Race fever
Gallus's visitors had the chance to really step 

on the gas for once. They got to race on the 

personalised Gallus track using the original 

Formula 1 Simulator 1 .

Activation  

formats:

6
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The highly specialised testing and monitoring instruments from Uster Technologies help spinning 

mills and weaving plants with their quality assurance. Visitors discovered the power of the instru-

ments and systems thanks to an interactive experience: the USTER Quality Management Experience.

Uster Technologies at ITMA Barcelona

The 360° visitor experience
1

17

1Stepping into a  
Quality Manager's shoes 

Visitors dropped into the Quality  

Manager's role at the cockpit 1  and  

discovered a concrete, interactive  

example of one form that this kind  

of optimisation process can take.

Experiencing connectivity
The USTER Quality Management Experience 

formed the core of USTER's exhibition stand 

design. From the central cockpit 1 , visitors 

interacted with the exhibits placed round 

about it.

Activation  

formats:
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With Messerli's interactive wall, energy provider CKW delivered an impressive demonstration of how 

even complex new technologies can be explained and actually applied in an easily understandable way. 

The interactive wall enabled visitors to discover what an independent energy future may look like.

CKW at Bauen und Wohnen in Lucerne

Complexity explained simply

19

1

1

9

Multiple uses 
As interactive touchpoints for product and 

information queries or as steles for  

competitions: CKW's multimedia displays 9  

impressed with an easy-to-understand and 

clearly structured user interface.

The future is simple!
When the white controls were touched, lovingly designed animations clearly  

explained the position that CKW wanted to take as a forward-looking energy  

partner. Messerli developed the interactive wall 1  based on projection  

mapping technology for multiple use.

Activation  

formats:
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Messerli premièred its new brand image at a trade show. And proved that Digital Experience  

and Live Experience go hand in hand. Visitors explored Messerli's digital solutions at the  

interactive touch wall.

Messerli at SuisseEMEX in Zurich

Tangible digital

21

1

9

1
Activating customers

The interactive touch wall 1  enabled  

visitors to immerse themselves in Messerli's 

new world in playful fashion. When the  

glass walls were touched, animations about 

Messerli's expanded range of services were 

triggered and projected.

Involving customers
With attractive touch steles 9 , visitors were 

able to access information and reference 

projects and at the same time take part in a 

competition.

Activation  

formats:
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What can the new DC Swiss all-purpose tap drill for CNC machines do? Visitors to the EPHJ in  

Geneva got information about DC Swiss tools and their applications at the stand thanks to an  

innovative product presentation.

DC Swiss at the EPHJ in Geneva

Mechanical and digital

1

23

1

1

6

Innovative product show 
The display 1 , developed by angelini design,  

consists of two screens 6  and a kinetic turret.  

Depending on the chosen solution, the turret  

turns to the relevant tap drill silhouette, onto which  

the key information is projected.

Activation  

formats:

6

6
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Messerli gave its existing trade show stand a fresh coat of paint and got customers and visitors  

to take a hand in person. With a virtual stand configurator, they could give the stand a new look 

themselves and also take part in a competition.

Messerli at SuisseEMEX in Zurich

A fresh coat of paint

1

25

8

8

Competition on Facebook  
The painting project 1  was linked to a Facebook  

competition with attractive prizes and met with a  

great response. Votes for the most attractive stand  

concept could be cast online, simultaneously  

expanding the community. A sustainable success!

Up-close experience
Paint rollers equipped with virtual reality 

goggles 8  also enabled visitors to experien-

ce the effect of successful stand design and 

events up close and digitally.

Activation  

formats:
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The brief in designing the new Christmas decor at a Swiss financial services company's headquarters 

was to combine tradition and modernity. angelini design and ZAAK Zurich fulfilled it with atmospheric 

projection mapping themes on large baubles for the Christmas tree.

Heritage re-interpreted

27

1

1

1

Advent calendar on a tree
New, attractive themes were projected every day on the 

large baubles 1  on the traditionally decorated Christmas 

tree. In addition, employees could participate in a prize  

draw every day and win attractive prizes.

Activation  

formats:

Financial company at the headquarters in Bern
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Rental product range

Our rental product range consists  

of attractive plug-and-play systems 

that can be quickly prepared for  

use in fairly simple activation and 

presentation campaigns.
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Dimensions per module:  

Width: 64 cm

Depth: 4,5/61 cm 

Height: 192 cm 

Weight: 35 kg

30

Specifications:  

2,5 mm pixel pitch 

256 x 768 px resolution 

USB/WiFi/LAN/HDMI

Light, easy to use and good value for money: you can add movement to your stand design 

with this modular LED wall. A pixel pitch of 2.5 millimetres enables impressively sharp images 

from just 2 metres away.

Moving image in large format.

LED poster
Use
Combine up to 10 LED posters to obtain 

a video wall measuring a maximum of 6 

metres in length by 1.9 metres in height. 

Use the posters as free-standing units or 

integrated into your architecture, for me-

morable communication of your moving 

messages.

Advantages
A LED poster needs neither an additional 

PC on site nor a rigging or media tech-

nician. Content is easily sent to the mo-

dules in advance by WLAN. As soon as 

the modules are installed on site, all you 

have to do is press the power button.
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Dimensions: 

Width: 49,6 cm

Depth: 5,5 cm 

Height: 49,6 cm 

Weight: 9,8 kg

32

Specifications:

2,5 mm pixel pitch  

192 x 192 px resolution  

Sending Box NovaStar 660

Add a high-impact component to your stand design! You can bring all kinds of ideas to life with the LED tiles.  

In classic form as a video wall, as a floor or ceiling element, or free standing as an LED stele: create unexpected  

effects with LED tiles.

Flexible LED modules for creatives.

LED tiles
Use
The LED tiles fit seamlessly into the Aluvi-

sion framework system. That makes them 

particularly flexible in use.  Additional 

LED tiles for curved surfaces and smooth 

angles – cubes, for example – can be hired 

on your behalf on request.  

Advantages
A pixel pitch of 2.5 millimetres makes 

sharp images possible from a viewing 

distance of as little as 2.5 metres. The 

compact dimensions allow for a great 

deal of creative freedom and ease of 

assembly.
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Dimensions: 

Width: 78 cm

Depth: 4,5/46 cm

Height: 190 cm 

Weight: 62 kg

34

Specifications:

55" multi-touch  

1920 x 1080 px resolution  

Windows PC i7 

integr. speakers

Touch steles in portrait (vertical) format communicate your content interactively. 

As info points or for digital route maps: the steles fit into every stand design with 

their elegant and unobtrusive style.

Your message made tangible.

Touch stele 55"
Use
Allow your target group members to 

discover content themselves. The intuitive 

operation of the touch steles invites peo-

ple to play around. There are no limits to 

the variety of ideas in your content: from 

route maps to a digital wheel of fortune, 

anything's possible.

Advantages
Thanks to their slim and elegant design, 

the touch steles harmonise with any 

stand design as free-standing elements. 

Simply integrate interactive content 

at your trade show stand, at events or 

directly at the point of sale.
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Dimensions: 

Width: 113 cm

Depth: 70 cm 

Height: 215 cm 

Weight: 233 kg

36

Specifications:  

84" 4K screen 

2160 x 4096 px resolution  

Gesture commands  

Photobox

integr. speakers  

LAN/WLAN

Even when you're not there: the Virtual Promoter by AMERIA is extremely versatile and appeals 

to your visitors even outside opening hours. At trade shows and events, it encourages people to 

interact in play and communicates your messages effectively.

Personal appeal to join in.

Virtual Promoter
Use
Visitors navigate through the Virtual 

Promoter's content by gesture commands. 

Whether they play a mini game or obtain 

useful information is entirely up to you. 

One thing is certain: the Virtual Promoter 

stimulates enjoyment and a desire to 

explore in every age group. 

Advantages
The Virtual Promoter appeals to your  

target group autonomously and invites 

its members to explore. There are no 

limits to the imagination in terms of 

content. For this reason, it is especially 

suitable for use at the point of sale or  

in showrooms.
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Specifications: 

Full HD screen 

1920 x 1080 px resolution  

Speakers 2 x 10 W

with base and

wall mounting  

USB/HDMI/DP/DVI

Our LED screens are for hire in a range of sizes and are the simplest way to integrate moving  

content into your stand design. Free standing or seamlessly integrated into your stand architecture, 

they are a guaranteed eyecatcher.

Simply effective.

LED screens 46"/55"
Use
The classic screens with their discreet 

design are suitable for displaying moving 

content, supporting live presentations or 

as a window on your online media. 

Advantages
The LED screens are easy to prepare for 

use and can contain a wide variety of re-

corded content. We integrate the screens 

seamlessly into your stand design – also 

free standing with a base.

Dimensions 46"/55": 

Width: 105,5/125 cm

Depth: 3,5 cm 

Height: 60,9/72,1 cm 

Weight: 16,9/21,1 kg
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Propellers with LEDs create unique 3D holograms. Fans of different sizes can 

be used either individually or in conjunction and add a guaranteed eyecatcher  

to your stand design.

A new turn.

3D hologram fan 70

off on

41

Dimensions: 

Ø: 72 cm

Depth: 13 cm 

Weight: 1 kg

Specifications:

1024 x 1024 px resolution  

System: Android 4.4 

Content Format: MP4,  

AVI, RMVB, MKV, GIF 

Use
Striking and effective staging of your 

messages with our 3D hologram fans. 

They can be used as eyecatchers at trade 

shows, events or directly at the point of 

sale. Large holograms can also be imple-

mented by combining several individual 

fans. 

Advantages
The perfectly tailored rotation speed 

ensures razor-sharp images with minimal 

sound emissions and low heat. The high-

quality LEDs ensure optimum visibility, 

even in bright light.
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Dimensions: 

Width: 16,8 cm 

Depth: 9,9 cm 

Height: 10,2 cm 

Weight: 240 g

42

Specifications: 

Action button for  

interaction with 

smartphones, 

compatibility with the  

most popular smart- 

phones guaranteed

Virtual reality opens up an entirely new playing field for visitor experiences.  

Take your target group to new worlds and link the joy of discovery to your 

messages.

Not on the sidelines, but taking part.

VR goggles
Use
A virtual reality experience can be used to 

stage a very wide variety of themes. Few 

limits are set to the imagination. To ensure 

that this is not an isolated experience, it 

is recommended to make the VR activities 

visible on screens for a wider audience. 

Advantages
Virtual reality is fun and touches the user 

closely. In addition to ready-made VR ex-

periences, we will also create tailored VR 

environments for you, fully customised 

to your messages.
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Dimensions: 

Width: 36 cm 

Height: 46 cm 

Weight: 122/172 cm

44

Specifications: 

Suitable for  

iPad 1–5, iPad Air 1–2, 

iPad Pro 9,7",  

iPad Pro 12,9" 

can be used horizontally  

or vertically 

At times, you need simple and pragmatic presentation solutions that can be used quickly and flexibly. 

For these situations, Messerli has developed its own line of attractive iPad steles that can be hired in 

a variety of configurations.

Flexible, standing or angled.

iPad stele
Use
As product or info steles, our iPad steles 

can be integrated into practically any 

concept because of their neutral materiali-

sation and cut-down design.

Advantages
The iPad is easy to integrate either 

vertically or horizontally. The wiring is 

invisibly concealed in the double-shell 

construction.



Product legends:

Tailored 
digital 

solution

7
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Integrating tablets into your stand design as small touchscreens has never been so easy. 

Our bouncepads are a secure case and charging station in one. This way, easy access to 

your content is always guaranteed.

Convenient and secure.

Bouncepad

47

Dimensions: 

Lounge version in black  

for iPad 9.7" available  

for hire. Available in  

various other sizes and  

for different types of  

tablet (for purchase).

Specifications: 

Cable power supply and 

theft-proofing.  

Different holder types  

and mounting options 

available (for purchase).

Use
With bouncepads, it's easy to transform 

tablets into mobile touchscreens. Thanks 

to the robust design of the cables, the 

tablets are easy to pick up for demon-

strations and can be moved around their 

holder, but not removed.

Advantages
Bouncepads enable speedy, easy and 

secure integration of tablets into your 

stand design. Use your own apps, your 

webshop or individual content and add 

the digital dimension to your stand 

design.
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Moving people and brands.

Andreas Messerli AG
Motorenstrasse 35  
CH-8623 Wetzikon ZH
T +41 43 931 43 43
info@messerli.live
messerli.live/digital-experience 
messerli.live/digital-lab

Visit our Digital Lab in Wetzikon and discover the 

latest solutions and technologies to activate your 

target group in a space of 350 m2. Set up an appo-

intment. We look forward to seeing you!

Let’s go digital!
Messerli-AR-App 
Download now and  
discover more!

How does augmented reality work  

with the Messerli app?

Download the latest version of the Mess-

erli app to your smartphone or tablet. 

After installation, simply hold your mo-

bile device over the images marked with 

«m». Once the Messerli app recognises 

the image, you can launch the contents 

via the virtual buttons.

NEW!Discover the 
350m 2 Digital Lab 

in Wetzikon! 


